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The digital business boutique Letslaw integrates into RSM Spain to consolidate one of the teams
with most experience and projection in the tech sector.

RSM Spain, an auditing, legal, tax and consulting firm, continues with its plan to develop and
incorporate key practice areas for the firm's strategy in the coming years. In this sense, and in line
with a strong commitment to the technology and digitization sector, the firm has just incorporated
Letslaw, one of the most prestigious and recognized law firms in the field of digital law, founded and
managed by José María Baños for 10 years.

The Letslaw team is made up of 17 professionals specialized in digital business, data protection,
intellectual and industrial property, privacy, e-commerce and fintech, who join the RSM Spain
project to promote the evolution and development of all services related to these practice areas and
strengthen the firm's focus on the tech sector, consolidating its position as a leading firm in the
startup and entrepreneurship ecosystem.

For David García, Vice President of RSM Spain, the integration of Letslaw represents "the definitive
commitment to consolidate our presence in the provision of services in technology sector with the
incorporation of a team made up of top-level professionals, who provides quality and excellence in
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a strategic sector for us."

José María Baños, founding partner of Letslaw and legal advisor to some of the main companies
related to digital business in Spain for more than 20 years, assures that the integration with RSM
Spain “considerably increases our reach, but it also allows us to preserve our essence and our way
of doing things. We are going to be a team with the agility and freshness of always, but now with
more power than ever”.


